Taking the cell by stealth or storm? Protein transduction domains (PTDs) as versatile vectors for delivery.
A cell delivery system is increasing in use in many areas of cell and molecular biology and bio-medicine. This system is based on a number of naturally occurring protein motifs and/or sequences which show the remarkable ability to rapidly cross the mammalian cell membrane without compromising its structure or function. These so-called Protein Transduction Domains (PTDs) offer unprecedented advantages for intracellular delivery. These advantages include, but are not limited to, their applicability to all cell types (no cell type has yet been described which is not transduced by these PTDs), and the range of cargoes that can be transduced (including peptides, small proteins, full-length enzymes, DNA oligomers, peptide-nucleic acid oligomers, liposomes, and magnetic nanoparticles). Furthermore, the PTDs have been demonstrated to be suitable for in vivo delivery including delivery across the blood brain barrier, and have been shown to cross the plasma membrane rapidly and enter the cytoplasm and nuclear regions of the cell. In this review, the general properties of the most commonly used PTDs are described. The strategies currently being undertaken also highlight that improvements in membrane transduction are possible despite our lack of understanding of the exact biochemical and/or physical mechanisms of transduction. Recent examples of the range of potential applications are also discussed.